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WHY ŁÓDŹ?
?. Level of committment
Inspired by the British Standards BS     
 . Strategic planning
No particular Inclusive Strategy applied, however
Accessibility Standard are implemented.
.. Coordinating and conitnuity
There are no coordinators chosen, however within the 
muncipality each construction project is monitored
d. Networking and participation
No particular actions are introduced
d. Knowledge managment
The serious of lectures, conference were introduced
d. Resources
One unit responsible for approving the construction
projects, one unit responsible for evaulation of the
proposed design solutions.
.. Communiction and marketing
No particular actions are introduced

Inclusive urban transformation is closely 
related to design of an accessible and 
inclusive built enviroment. Many aspects 
need to be taken into account in order to 
achieve successful result. 
The research aims to analyze the model case in London
and Dublin in comparison to . Polish cities: Gdynia, 
Łódź, Warsaw. In UK the Equality Act   ?  
(UK) and in Ireland the Employment Equality Act ?    
are well enforced. It is reflected among other in the 
requirement in the Building Law to provide adequate 
provision for people to access and use a building, 
its facilities and its environs.
The London Olimpic Park case is used to demonstrate 
a consequent, ambitious and innovative approach to 
accessiblity across all areas. In comparison to very 
limited inclusive policies in Łódź.

The expected outcome of this research is:
 to prove in order to effectively apply the principles of 
inclusive design and integrate them, the consequent 
and thought through the inclusive design strategy 
has to be planned.
 

any route that is used to access and use a place 
or space, which is easy to use (no kerbs)
and easy to navigate through (tactile surface 
solutions or other alternatives ways for the users).
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Europe is now essentially an urban community, four out of five EU citizens live in 
cities. Our cities are becoming more and more congested but at the same time, 
we strive for more inclusive cities. How to achieve systematic accessible urban in-
tervention that leads to a high quality of environments, spaces, objects, buildings? 
Could a possible impact of socio–spatial interventions address a new challenge, 
especially to satisfy needs of users? Inclusion is one of the general objectives for 
urban policies as it promotes creating inclusive spaces that everyone is able to 
engage with, regardless of their abilities. The aim of this research is to examine 
the concept of inclusive urban design and formulate a set of conditions towards 
systemic, strategic and effective accessibility of urban space in Poland. Hospitali-
ty, inclusiveness, accessibility, “open to all”, can contribute to urban interventions 
and indeed play a crucial role in urban public spaces. “Design for All” cannot be 
achieved overnight, it is a continuous process, and the different stakeholders must 
work together. 
For a better understanding of the processes of creating, implementing the univer-
sal principles I monitored three Polish cities: Gdynia, Warsaw, and Łódź. In order 
to improve the accessibility and due to the inconsistent and insufficient national 
regulations, these cities had to implement own accessibility standards. My analysis 
suggests that not only the legal policies are necessary but also complex approach, 
consistent systemic way of implementing the principles of universal design. While 
carrying the research I used the following research methods: correlation research, 
field research, photographs; case studies; interviews. The interviews are struc-
tured within the Humble method, authors Francesco Aragall and Jordi Montany 
based on seven interdependent success factors. The concept of “open for all” can 
be seen as the ability to open up to the users and hear their issues. The important 
research questions is: What are the urban policies that are more open to the voices 
of citizens and the end users? In the next research phase the case studies from 
municipalities such as London, Dublin will be taken into the research.


